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e-Transferium 
Why & How it’s build 


A continuous battle of opposing parties  
and conflict of interests! 

Working in the field of communica4on strategy, corporate iden4ty and design since 1990 
I've had the opportunity to work with some inspiring and awesome companies as art-
director over more than thirty years. Amongst them Computer Sciences Corpora4on 
and Herman Miller. While introducing Herman Miller's Mirra office chair - 
produced according the Cradle to Cradle design protocols - in the Netherlands for HME, I 
started promo4ng the need for predefined material cycles. Locally recovered material 
flows in which Herman Miller products as nutrients could eventually be found via 
reu4lisa4on in locally produced products. Ahrend furniture for example. 
  
In concept an idea worth figh4ng for, in reality hard to land. Although, this journey led me to 
meet Hans Havers, who had worked with Ahrend for quit some 4me. With an open 
mind and persis4ng in his will to help we already started 2evoke, two months aQer mee4ng 
each other in January 2007. 
Hans accompanied me on a trip to Basel (Switzerland) for where I did the design of a 
combined EPEA (Hamburg) and Herman Miller, Cradle to Cradle exhibi4on during "Messe 
Natur". Mee4ng EPEA, Professor Michael Braungart and his team, explaining our goals, 
made it possible to become the first Cradle to Cradle Satellite Partner world wide for EPEA, 
star4ng in the Netherlands, introducing the revolu4onary concept to many industrial 
partners and governmental bodies. Amongst them Van Ganzewinkel, Desso, DSM, Phillips 
and Ahrend. 
  
No not everything always went perfectly well defined and smooth but working with people 
that are open for discussion, passionate about their work and willing to listen can be 
considered a giQ. Next step though; if only we all could park our ego from 4me to 4me,  
I truly believe we can do so much more. 



What defines true sustainability? 

Experienced and with build up knowledge, we stated that the beginning of the journey in 
discovering true sustainability lies in the will to par4cipate in coopera4ve partnerships that 
last. As coopera4ve partner, an independent partner we made visible the invita4on to 
cooperate within an open dynamic network of experts that ac4vely support the envisioned 
mission from a separable func4onality yet respec4ng each other’s exper4se to ensure 
reliable implementa4on. From a well defined, first Cradle as an effec4ve mul4plier to the 
next.  

On both ends of most contradic4ous challenges we encountered, clashing egos oQen made 
it hard if not next to impossible for good ideas to really flourish. It's 4me to park our ego, 
acknowledge that we are all on the same road of discovery, set our clocks alike and work 
from well defined shared points of departure. A challenging future lies ahead!  

Therefor we started to work on strategies that make visible and empower the innova4ve 
capacity of organisa4ons that strive for solu4ons that ensure a defined quality. In 
accomplishing effec4ve goals through cocrea4on with knowledge partners by enabling their 
exper4se to become added value within a mutual cause. Not from a marke4ng perspec4ve 
of the individual par4cipant, but through coopera4on deliver “e-transferium solu4ons” that 
capture a shared roadmap for the implementa4on of effec4ve economical and industrial 
solu4ons. Ego-parking, e-transferium and e-roadmaps offer organisa4ons a clear insight and 
perspec4ve goal – safe, responsible and accepted – because all build up knowledge and 
exper4se is respected. Working from Shared Points of Departure, companies will become 
part of the solu4on. 
  
Within reach of their own poten4als, innova4ve capacity and appropriate speed to act.  



LINEAR TO CIRCULAR,  
EFFICIENT TO EFFECTIVE 
and from  
CONTROL TO SUPPORT.  
  

Feasible for industries, supported by government and 
accepted in society? 
  
A con4nuous bagle of opposing par4es and conflict of interests! It is in our DNA, as human 
kind we bagle. DNA as in what Drives us to reinforce our natural Talents to reach Ambi4ous 
goals. Most people, when asked, will endorse the ambi4on or need for human rights, 
sustainability and most will prefer self-management rather than being told what to do. 
Mostly (hopefully) talented people will work on regula4ons, guidelines, direc4ves, laws and 
rights within (inter-)na4onal and local governmental bodies, NGO's, environmental 
ins4tu4ons and trade organisa4ons etc. 

Finally people will have to develop and manage progress on all goals in order to face the 
challenges and display competence of maintaining reforms and dissemina4on to next 
genera4ons. That is when and where egos start to collide! The ques4on what drives us as 
human kind to really work on these challenges is not being answered from the same points 
of departure.  



This suppresses the need for material flows, energy flows, crea4vity flows, awareness and 
social flows and not the least economical flows. A call for a system change; one might call it 
progressive, ambi4ous, even complex.  

We looked at it as the naivety of logic! 

Naïve? In other words meaning not ar4ficial, simple or natural? The answer is a 
straighjorward “Yes!” The context and inten4on of the ques4on is of existen4al importance 
for they withhold the method to empower companies, governments and educa4onal 
ins4tu4ons to naïvely ask the right ques4ons. Based on their iden4ty, authen4city and 
exper4se they discover that their solu4ons are qualified but do not answer the right 
ques4ons; at least not from a perspec4ve of a mutual responsibility and certainly not 
serving a mutual interest. Do we have shared points of departure? 
  
To follow the current developments in poli4cs, sustainable purchasing policies and society 
from a naïve perspec4ve is a choice. The willingness to ac4vate this naivety, serviceable for 
the empowerment of the explora4on journey towards solu4ons that answer concrete 
ques4ons is an inten4onally defined choice. A choice made from a conscious that we have a 
shared sense of urgency.  

But even apart from this urgency and therefore free of any conven4on, if we become 
conscious of our place and (possible) func4on within the complex dynamic system (Planet 
Earth), it is of infan4le simplicity to understand and make visible that we need to do things 
different. This very infan4le simplicity or naivety finds its origin in nature. “Naïve” derives 
from the La4n “na4vus”, meaning na4ve. From a local and holis4c point of view, by adding 
the “t” of technology, trust and truth, we saw the greatest challenge in the one ques4on: 
  
CAN WE TEMPORARILY PARK OUR EGO AND TRANSFORM WHAT DRIVES US BASED UPON 
SHARED POINTS OF DEPARTURE? WOULD YOU LIKE A NAIVE ANSWER? 
  
Yes we can! 



e-Transferium, how it’s build 
Sustainable consciousness will lead to Shared Points of Departure that give shape and 
direc4on to a collec4ve felt sense of urgency to develop and implement innova4ons based 
on an inten4onally well-defined shared design assignment. The need for quality of life based 
innova4ve solu4ons for present genera4ons must be leading in genera4ng the means on all 
social, educa4onal, industrial and governmental levels to meet our needs and assure the 
poten4al effec4veness for future genera4ons. 

  

E-transferium 

A tool developed to show where we, by adding value to the system, can manage on the 
connec4on between planet Earth and the quality of life on it. Park our egos, posi4vely 
charge them through collabora4ve partnerships, based on shared points of departure for 
the road to face the challenge. The main goal is sustainability that comes from posi4ve 
effec4ve solu4ons that offer present genera4ons the capability as a civilisa4on to empower 
employability and enrich cultures in order to celebrate life with an industry (economy) as 
nutri4ous instrument to the system and our ecology. Respec4ng diversity in nature, culture 
and support viable choices of next genera4ons to come. 
  
If we start by defining what we’ve got, then a first and most precious given fact is that we 
have a planet that withholds the exact right condi4on to provide a system that makes life 
possible. The condi4ons are constantly changing but within such boundaries or extremes 
that we as human beings can live on this planet or at least adept to these constant 
environmental changes. So first Planet, secondly a system that provides viability. 

If we look at the triangular business models like “People, Planet, Profit”, or as used by 
McDonough and Braungart; “Equity, Ecology, and Economy” we can see a lot of similarity in 
the different components. Of course, managing on the connec4on of these 3 pillars in order 
to bring them in balance and harmony is the ul4mate goal but we felt the need to define the 
basis components even more specific. The first “Planet Earth”, is similar and we feel that is 
just common sense, because for now that is the only place we have where we as human 
beings can live. Secondly we looked at Profit or Economy, which are systems, and by many 
considered goals, invented by us people. We know now that the systems we as human 
beings developed are just not all working out very well and in many cases are even harmful 
to the natural system, that as we know provides us with the “luxury” of life. The urgent call 
for a system change comes from the fact that we cannot consider life as a luxury.  



We cannot just sit back and enjoy it or invent systems that we consider to be goals for the 
benefit of us as a species only. 
  
A luxurious giQ though is the fact that we have Consciousness. Percep4on and 
interpreta4on of the world, with a global awareness and understanding based on laws of 
nature, the Natural System, is what makes us unique. 

Consciousness, System, Planet Earth 

For the empowerment of our poten4ality we need to be aware of the fact that we are part 
of that natural system in which consciousness is the key element, the power item that can 
emit unified powers to create viability.  

So we start with the triangle: Consciousness, System and Planet Earth.  
Planet Earth is our basis. It’s Natural System our tool and our Consciousness the 
connec4vity that can transform our interdependency to that very Earth, towards a viable 
ac4vity. Point of Departure is that very Consciousness that leads us from a jus4fied 
inten4on to develop the required means to meet our needs as part of the Natural System in 
which human beings are beneficially crea4ng, a viable future for ourselves and the very 
planet we live on, by becoming Na4ve to the Planet. 

People, Planet, Profit defined as CSP.



Managing the connection 

We can reach that by managing from each point (A, B and C), trough the centre of the 
triangle, the connec4on between the two opposite points and define and structure our 
triangle to the next level. 
  
If we start with looking at the past, counter clockwise, our (A) consciousness enabled us to 
form communi4es that worked together and used that interdependency for survival. If we 
look at defini4ons of consciousness we find: 
  
Consciousness: a complex structure derived from various localised func4ons that are bound 
together with a unitary awareness, aware of one's surroundings, one's own thoughts and 
mo4va4ons, etc. 
 

 The way we connected, and showed respect to each other, (Humanitarianism in our model) 
was (and s4ll is) of existen4al importance in order to meet the needs to stay alive within the 
System, (Nature in our model), the Earth provided us with. Employability in history can be 
seen as the ability to employ oneself or to provide for the needs in order stay alive.  
  

Managing the connec4on.



Being part of Nature and its Natural System it depended on where on Earth your 
community or group of people were living in how the shared values, beliefs, tradi4ons and 
aotudes formed a specific Culture. So clockwise star4ng from consciousness we developed 
a diversity of cultures deriving from our rela4on with our Natural Environment. 

Ecology is the scien4fic study of the rela4ons that living organisms have with respect to 
each other and their natural environment. Variables of interest to ecologists include the 
composi4on, distribu4on, amount (biomass), number, and changing states of organisms 
within and among ecosystems. Ecosystems are hierarchical systems that are organised into 
a graded series of regularly interac4ng and semi-dependent parts (e.g., species) that 
aggregate into higher orders of complex integrated wholes (e.g., communi4es). Ecosystems 
are sustained by the biodiversity within them.  
 

Biodiversity is the full-scale of life and its processes, including genes, species and 
ecosystems forming lineages that integrate into a complex and regenera4ve spa4al 
arrangement of types, forms, and interac4ons. Ecosystems create biophysical feedback 
mechanisms between living (bio4c) and nonliving (abio4c) components of the planet.  
These feedback loops regulate and sustain local communi4es, con4nental climate systems, 
and global biogeochemical cycles. 

Ecosystems defining the connec9on CSP.



If we than look at the generic defini4on of the term Industry we found: 
Industry: a dis4nct group of economic ac4vi4es. Following our model clockwise we can 
fairly say that we translated ecology to economy with an industrial system as its tool in 
which profit, shareholder value and growth are seen as goals.  
Clearly it's 4me to park our egos. 

Become Native to the Planet 

If we are conscious of the current urgency to act different and really want to establish a 
future for planet Earth with a viable system for human kind we need to redesign our human 
systems. Our Inten4on must be to Become Na4ve to the Planet, na4ve to the Natural 
system. Which is a system in which we can be beneficial to the one requirement being 
Viability. 
 

If we look at the model we can see a movement to the centre, in which all elements are 
connected and from that interconnec4vity can be managed from a well defined and 
mutually agreed upon design assignment.  

Inten9on, Become Na9ve, Viability.



Design is the first signal of human Inten4on and if we can define our inten4on as becoming 
na4ve to the Earth’s natural system we need to design and develop all means to fulfil our 
needs with Viability in mind. Being suppor4ve or beneficial to the quality of life as a 
manageable value for present and future genera4ons. 

Present genera4ons and future genera4ons to come, form our market with a specific need 
for posi4ve effec4ve solu4ons that offer the capability as a civilisa4on to empower 
employability and enrich cultures in order to celebrate life with an industry (economy) as 
nutri4ous instrument to the system and our ecology. The products and services we design 
must be supported culturally and need to support nature. 

In our final set of triangles we will thus see that the connec4on between the right Inten4on 
and Viability is formed by the Market’s request for products and services of a well-defined 
quality; Quality of life and suppor4ve to the inten4on to build industrial and employability 
systems that make the connec4on with Viability. That connec4on can only be made if we 
learn from the cultural diversity in rela4on to Nature and its ecological systems and redefine 
Educa4on; the connec4ng element between “Viability” and “Become Na4ve”. 
 

  

e-Transferium triangle basis for interconnec4vity.



If we can teach Industries and redefine Employability from inten4onally well designed 
educa4onal programs that s4mulate and inspire humanity to build and grow respect for 
diversity on all cultural, biological and social levels we as a civilisa4on can work on the final 
element within our triangle; the Future. 

The sphere in the middle is the centre of all triangles we added. This is where we need to 
connect all knowledge and co create, working together on well defined and shared design 
assignments, at the e-transferium. It can be used for projects of all scale, differing from the 
build environment and area development to a single product or service. 

Our Adaptive Feedback Process Modell! 
  
From this model we derived several tools that we use within our projects. The first tool we 
always start with is to define the design assignment by taking Viability as key element, as 
value in connec4ng all other 14 elements to the right inten4on. 

 

Adap4ve Feedback Process Modell.



The overall goal will be to become na4ve to the planet and therefore beneficial to its natural 
system but within specific projects we will change the terms Planet Earth and Future into 
the project related terms where Earth will become a concept or current situa4on within a 
company for example and Future than stands for the ambi4ous goals or wished for 
outcomes. 

To really use all elements within a project and make it workable, transparent and a good 
guidance tool for storytelling we have put all elements in a circle with Viability as the value 
centre. Our Adap4ve Feedback Process Modell! 

Forming an e-transferium is a methodology based upon the necessity to create a working 
environment for coopera4on that is save and excepted by all par4es involved. Without 
colliding egos, working on a mutual agreed upon subscrip4on of the need by defining a 
design assignment. And only then, secondly, working out – exper4ses, concepts, 
techniques, even budgets, the means to meet the defined and agreed upon need. 

Especially in that first phase, crea4ng an agreed upon design assignment that will inspire the 
challenge of facing the need, it is important for all par4cipants to temporarily park their ego. 
In phase two it can be good for the crea4ve process when an ego manifests itself. A well 
defined and agreed upon design assignment will make sure that this ego will be an intrinsic 
posi4vely guided ego. 

Working on such assignments from an intrinsic mo4va4on will help and inspire coopera4on. 
The individual (company, organisa4on or governance) interest will be served only in 
developing the common means to meet the need.   
 
The adap4ve feedback process model is a guidance tool for building an e-transferium. A 
tool easy to adjust to the demands of the coopera4on and scalable for small to large, local 
to regional and na4onal to interna4onal projects. The tool guides the par4cipants  and helps 
to agune the means to meet the need, while safeguarding the effec4veness and guaranteed 
quality as commiged to by all partners. There is no loosing face for any of the assigned 
partners in facing the agreed upon challenge. 

All elements as in the triangles now are connected trough the centre. Their given number 
are in sequence as the elements are used to build our triangular model. No4ce that the 
connected elements’ numbers, all add up to 15. 



Story telling guidance tool  
This story telling guidance tool can help us to even beger define our vision and mission. 
No4ce that this is one story, based on our experience within sustainability and cradle to 
cradle projects. The model is adaptable to any project. From a general point of view on our 
world, this is the story, why we as human kind need to act differently.  
  
Star4ng our story with Planet Earth (1) and a general goal to build and have a save and 
healthy Future (14) for current and future genera4ons we first define what we’ve got. We 
have a planet that provides us with a viable System (2) that makes it possible for us people 
as a species to live. The planet is also a market (13) place where we use all its natural 
elements to meet our needs. The ques4on at hand is if the system can meet and handle the 
constant growing request of a constant growing popula4on. 
 

Adap4ve Feedback Process Modell.



  
Lucky for us we have a conscious (3) and we can relate, come to reason, show compassion, 
learn and discover and therefore also have educa4on (12). Although part of Nature (4), we 
really dis4nguished ourselves and as Humanity (5) became a civilisa4on. With globalisa4on 
and mul4cultural (10) ci4es or industrial regions we see us now faced with huge ecological 
(11) challenges. Good for employment (6) and therefore good for an industry (9) that will 
have to adept to the changes that will eventually lead towards a third industrial revolu4on. 
Because our inten4on (7) with all human ac4vity will have to change and become an ever 
more beneficial and func4onal ac4vity to help the Planet sustain the ability to provide us 
with a viable system, we need to Become Na4ve (8) to the Planet (1). 

If we look at the ver4cal rela4onship of the elements (8 and 2) we will see that when we 
would start with the inten4on to become Na4ve to the planet we will have to follow and 
integrate our manmade systems into suppor4ve integrated systems that are inline and in 
harmony with the natural system. We would need for the Industry to grow a conscious  
(9 and 3). 



What we have defined as Culture is by far not how cultures developed in early years, where 
the rela4on to the natural local environment was one of the keystones of how beliefs, 
tradi4on and certain rules came to be of importance in the existence of tribes, communi4es, 
civilisa4ons. Our rela4on to nature is much more one of leisure, vaca4on or an occasional 
walk on a sunny Sunday morning. We will have to learn the true cultural meaning and effect 
of restoring and renew our rela4onship with nature (10 and 4). 
  
While we have made Ecology into Economy, and especially in those places where we take 
the Earth’s raw materials and or ship our waste to, we see what is leQ of our humanitarian 
beliefs (11 and 5). 
  
Educa4onal programs will have to change what automa4cally will support a next genera4on 
with a new (naïve) natural intelligence and biosphere suppor4ve, effec4ve form of 
Employability (12 and 6).  

Last but not least we will have to make sure that the market, a global market, grows to 
understand that locally we will have to create and support regional economies as integrated 
ecosystems that are in line with a global inten4on of becoming na4ve to planet again (13 
and 7). 

In short the story tells us that we as human beings, as a species with a conscious, learned 
and developed language; A,B,C… We learned how to count, resul4ng eventually in 1,2,3… 
But those developments and discoveries put together did not bring us any further than B.  

A simple system, with a focus on Business, only for the business of making profit and 
meanwhile exhaus4ng our natural environment, our nature, and the world we (s4ll) live in, a 
system provided by planet Earth. 
  
Yes we developed language: ABC… 
We added the ability to count from 1 to 2 to 3..: ABCCOUNT 
But with a poor vision of only the B of making Business we lost track of the ABILITY to 
discover and explore the world, its natural system and discover all possibili4es to actually 
learn from nature. It leaves us with the ques4on of who is to be held A(B)CCOUNTABLE? 
Next genera4ons? 
  
Naïvely we believe that things need and can be done now. Though step-by-step the tool 
will bring every step into an integral and suppor4ve connec4on with a clear focus and 
shared goal. It will make all stakeholders aware of their role and will make visible their 
exper4se as an important value in developing towards ambi4ous and realis4c goals. 



Circles within Circles 
An abstract diagram meant to illustrate an extreme mirroring cosmology, developed by a 
sixteenth-century commentor on the works of Giovanni Pico della Mirandola (1463 - 
1494). The diagram appears in Nicolas LeFèvre's 1579 French transla4on of Pico's 
Heptaplus (1489). 
  
The correla4ve structure of Pico's system - known today as self-similar or fractal system - is 
evident in the scaled circles-within-circles represen4ng different metaphysical "levels" in 
the cosmos. The following saying by pre-Socra4c philosopher Anaxagoras, which finds 
counterparts in correla4ve tradi4ons in the Middle-East, India and China, could pass as a 
concise modern defini4on of a fractal system. 
 

Omnia in omnibus & Singula in singulis  
(all things exist in all things & all individuals exist in all individuals) 
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To make it a real compact and interconnected model of coopera4on we build the model 
below. Considering that everything we develop will have viability in mind as a leading 
principle for a step by step approach we formed a new central point of departure by 
combining the elements; Earth, Viability and Future. The planet is a given fact along with a 
future. We will have to make sure that it is a viable future for us human beings. 
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The model that comes to existence is a playful mathema4cal and 3-dimensional form that 
consists of all circles that are all connected to the central element; our planet with a viable 
future. Furthermore the 3-dimensional form consists of 4 perfect circles of each 6 elements. 
 

These 4 models of each 6 elements represent the different levels of coopera4on based 
upon the roadmap and results from the expert mee4ngs. The top model represents the 
strategy level where members of the board or industrial leaders, governmental bodies 
choose a strategy or define policies. 
  
LeQ we see the model for the overall cultural and more social aspects of the chosen 
strategy or policy, the Corporate Social Responsibility, where the model on the right stands 
for the technological and process innova4ons that come with for example a strategy like 
Cradle to Cradle. Both the social/ cultural and technical/process models will be combined in 
the bogom model that stands for all inter-company or organisa4onal requirements and 
responsibili4es that will have to be met by the chosen roadmap. 
  
All 4 together will form a dynamic interconnected system in which viability as a leading 
principle will guide and help all stakeholders to work within an open dynamic network of 
experts that ac4vely support the envisioned mission from a separable func4onality yet 
respec4ng each other’s exper4se to ensure reliable implementa4on. From a well defined, 
first Cradle as an effec4ve mul4plier to the next. 
  



  
Each level will need further detailed planning and selected partners that preferable were 
also present at expert mee4ngs for the mutual agreed upon design assignment. This will be 
leading in forming these project teams. The whole system is scalable and can be as complex 
as one chooses it to be. The mathema4cal logic and surprising numerical func4ons can 
make the whole a puzzling discovery of our future poten4als, an exci4ng and astonishing 
journey.  As numbers and numerical sequences have proven over the centuries to lead to 
several scien4fic and technological improvements of existen4al importance here it is first of 
all a fun element. 
  
Just no4ce that each circle of elements adds up to 45, metaphorical referring to a 4 x 45 
=180° degrees change of direc4on towards a future that is truly sustainable. A Planet Earth 
that has the ability to sustain a system’s condi4on in which people can live, heal, love, learn 
and work driven by a con4nuous need to explore beneficial and certainly viable solu4ons. 



Manifesto: One Planet Jungle 
Apart from changing People Planet Profit to Consciousness (Natural) System Earth, which 
takes away an unconscious blaming and shaming like, just in for the money or only looking 
at economics. Hardest to explain or raise the awareness for is the fact that not looking at 
people as a person or group of individuals yet defining it as the element “consciousness” 
brought us to first write a manifest on what we called Ego-parking! 

On the Highway to the future 
we are stuck in traffic! 
  
Endless traffic jams of private-owned labels, none disclosure agreements, green trendsegers 
en containers full of sustainability labels and cer4ficates block our road. One for sure even 
beger, greener, faster as the other stand s4ll and watch the traffic jams at the other side of 
the road. Colliding ego’s. The traffic jam in which bankers, insurance corpora4ons, 
poli4cians and the "in for the money" captains of industry crowd behind the colossal trucks 
that carry the loan shark policies and stockbroker bubbles as if it was garbage towards the 
abyss, hoping to reach the other side over the heap of rubbish leQ behind. Even the hard 
shoulder as supplementary traffic lane for re-educa4on is crowded with new experts and 
specialised programs. Physically and Digitally we have hit a wall. 

THAT'S WHY WE TAKE THE EXIT AT THE SIGN E-TRANSFERIUM; EGOPARKING! 
  
The manifest; “One planet jungle”, is a call, uninhibited by anyone or anything, for retaining 
human dignity in a broad social context, without the selec4on of what is good or what is 
wrong. A sustainable intercep4on of people that do enlarge diversity without any damage.  
A driving force from a posi4vely guided ego!  
  
It seems to be a challenge to approach the world of interfering egos pursued by our 
experience and percep4on. Mo4ve is the knowledge that our ego led us through 4me with 
great achievements but also displays an incompetence of maintaining reforms and 
dissemina4on to next genera4ons. Within the crea4on of a new worldview and 
consciousness it is upmost important to temporarily park our ego in order to achieve a 
coherent and harmonic unifica4on. 

Con4nuously colliding egos ques4on loyalty to be well intended. This loyalty conflict 
emanates from the fact that we as human kind are not posi4ve or think alike about the 
necessary changes. In addi4on, as world ci4zens we are dependant on a peaceful 
transforma4on of the current system.  



Ego-Parking 

Shared Points of Departure for seong goals is not only about content, important is also that 
all partners agree upon the steps to be taken, respect each others capabili4es and 4me to 
act. Most important though is once agreed upon the challenge to face, its crucial for all 
partners to help each other not to loose face, for the main goal (s4ll) is geong there 
together.  

To find sa4sfac4on or gra4fica4on in doing what is necessary, in pursuing a chosen goal 
from a collec4ve perspec4ve.  To do what is necessary for achieving that goal while 
preserving and value one’s self respect, crea4ng added value and equality in value sharing.   
In an ever more individualis4c society finding the challenge in collec4ve value crea4on, is a 
challenge in itself. To actually do this while retaining and valuing one’s self respect, crea4ng 
added value and equality for all is a challenge beyond propor4ons imaginable. An immense 
struggle that needs to empower a human transi4on where altruism will ins4nc4vely and 
dignity will intui4onally offer future genera4ons a roadmap for exactly that challenge. 
Although agempted to take on and embraced by many genera4ons of cultural, religious and 
poli4cal groups, even whole civilisa4ons, yet not has been reached by any. So where or how 
to start. First park your Ego! 

PARKING IS FREE, VOLUNTARY AND FREE SPACE IS GUARANTEED! 

Hilbert's paradox of the Grand Hotel

Consider a hypothe4cal hotel with a countably infinite number of rooms, all of which are 
occupied. One might be tempted to think that the hotel would not be able to accommodate 
any newly arriving guests, as would be the case with a finite number of rooms. 
 Suppose a new guest arrives and wishes to be accommodated in the hotel. Because the 
hotel has infinitely many rooms, we can move the guest occupying room 1 to room 2, the 
guest occupying room 2 to room 3 and so on, and fit the newcomer into room 1. By 
repea4ng this procedure, it is possible to make room for any finite number of new guests. 
In our experiment we have asked David to be our head of ego-park a9endants. 
David Hilbert (23 January 1862 – 14 February 1943) was a German mathema4cian. He is 
recognised as one of the most influen4al and universal mathema4cians of the 19th and 
early 20th centuries. Hilbert discovered and developed a broad range of fundamental ideas 
in many areas. 



There is no seize limit to ego parking, small or big, free space is guaranteed! Our head 
of ego-park agendants, David H. will see to an unlimited entrance, at any 4me you choose. 
Parking though is not without obliga4on.  Some commitment to cooperate for a beger 
future will be asked. At the e-transferium your ego will be posi4vely charged and there's 
always a parking near you! Here, standing s4ll for a change, is the way forward! 

A thought experiment 

A secret weapon as men4oned by Albert Einstein. Who are we as none physicists to use 
such an instrument, whereby Albert Einstein in all greatness fundamentally changed our 
view on physical science and became the pioneer of our modern technological 
improvements. We realise that parking our ego sounds as improbable as riding ones bicycle 
at the same speed of a bundle of light, and surely we do not pretend to explain our ego as 
subject or neurological concept. 
  
As men4oned we are no scien4sts, but it is a hopeful sign to read that neurologists in 
Stanford by accident stumbled upon a brain network that ins4gates a figh4ng spirit to 
survive or to achieve the impossible. With electronic pulse s4mulated brain ac4vity, trial 
subjects experienced an emo4onal willpower to persevere in ones task. This invoked the 
ques4on whether we could temporarily turn off our ego. Simply by parking it. Ego-parking 
as a thought-experiment? 

Those who temporarily park their ego, big or small, will be able to, not hindered by any 
emo4onal influence by others, work on a defined and collec4vely chosen assignment. One’s 
ego can no longer be touched and therefore the intrinsic mo4va4on and task performance 
will increase. One will be more open for other, only than the self perceived best approach, 
pathways of facing a challenge if they serve and ad value to a mutual agreed upon goal. 
Automa4cally this will s4mulate the intrinsic mo4va4on of the group. The extrinsic 
mo4va4on, actually reaching ones goal, will have no other effect than s4mula4ng the 
coopera4ve members to strive and reach their own as well as the mutually agreed upon 
goal. The principle of equality will serve the intrinsic mo4va4on to perform well as a team. 

To find sa4sfac4on or gra4fica4on in doing what is necessary, in pursuing a chosen goal 
from a collec4ve perspec4ve.  To do what is necessary for achieving that goal while 
preserving and value one’s self respect, crea4ng added value and equality in value sharing. 
As Human Kind, the sum of all individuals and all characteris4cs that define us, ac4vely 
effec4ve add value, shape and give content to the concept, norm, idea or ideal of the 
mutual assignment. 



Inevitably we do understand that our ego is of an existen4al value for all innova4ve and 
breakthrough discoveries and inven4ons, and we are not promo4ng to actually part from 
our egos. Just temporarily park your ego if coopera4on is needed for reaching a collec4ve 
goal.  
 



Background motivation and inspiration 
The system I developed is based on a structure from numbers and numerical sequences for 
these have proven over the centuries to lead to several scien4fic and technological 
improvements of existen4al importance. 

The abstract diagram (See Circles within Circles) as meant to illustrate an extreme mirroring 
cosmology, developed by a sixteenth-century commentor on the works of Giovanni Pico 
della Mirandola (1463 - 1494), inspired me to develop our e-Transferium model likewise. 

Apart from the diagram and studying in depth The Ora4on on the Dignity of Man (De 
hominis dignitate) a famous public discourse composed in 1486 by Pico della Mirandola, an 
Italian scholar and philosopher of the Renaissance, I came across the diagram. 

The famous Ora4on on the Dignity of Man, which has been called the "Manifesto of the 
Renaissance". A must read for those who want to go more deeply in the discovery journey of 
how our e-Transferium model has been developed. From a conceptual and ar4s4c point of 
view that is. From Pico's "Ora4on on the Dignity of Man", this is what he stated at the end 
of his never spoken ora4on, presump4on his audience would react: 

“If I say that I am equal to it, I shall appear to entertain an immodestly high opinion of myself. If I admit that I am 
unequal to it, while persis9ng in it, I shall certainly risk being called temerarious and imprudent. You see the 
difficul9es into which I have fallen, the posi9on in which I am placed. I cannot, without censure, promise something 
about myself, nor, without equal censure, fail in what I promise. Perhaps I can invoke that saying of Job: "the Spirit is 
in all men," or take consola9on in what was said to Timothy: "Let no man despise your youth."  

“But to speak from my own conscience, I might say with greater truth that there is nothing singular about me. I 
admit that I am devoted to study and eager in the pursuit of the good arts. Nevertheless, I do not assume nor 
arrogate to myself the 9tle learned. If. consequently, I have taken such a great burden on my shoulders, it is not 
because I am ignorant of my own weaknesses. Rather, it is because I understand that in this kind of learned contest 
the real victory lies in being vanquished. Even the weakest. consequently, ought not to shun them, but should seek 
them out, as well they may. For the one who is bested receives from his conqueror, not an injury but a benefit; he 
returns to his house richer than he leO. that is, more learned and bePer armed for future contests.  

Inspired by such hope, though myself but a weak soldier, I have not been afraid to enter so dangerous a contest even 
against the very strongest and vigorous opponents. Whether, in doing so, I have acted foolishly or not might bePer 
be judged from the outcome of the contest than from my age. 

In undertaking so great a venture only one alterna9ve confronted me: success or failure. If I should succeed, I do not 
see how it would be more praiseworthy to succeed in defending ten theses than in defending nine hundred. If I 
should fail, those who hate me will have grounds for disparagement, while those who love me will have an occasion 
to excuse me. In so large and important an undertaking it would seem that a young man who fails through weakness 
of talent or want of learning deserves indulgence rather than censure. For as the poet [Proper9us] says; "If powers 
fail, there shall be praise for daring; and in great undertaking, to have willed is enough." 



“We could WRITE POEMS 
but TIME’S POWER limits us 

to only design POWER ITEMS, 
that EMITS POWER and 

EMPOWERS IT for all of us to say, 
POWER IT’S ME 

      Frans Aerdts 

  
 

Frans Aerdts 

Founder of IVO 
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